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Mentoring at TSiBA Ignition Centre 
 
Overview: 
 
The TSiBA Ignition Centre was founded in January 2007. Its goal is to foster the entrepreneurial instincts of 
our students: 
 

 By supporting start-up businesses of entrepreneurs from our students’ communities. We give our 
students the opportunity to become involved in these businesses while they are studying, in the form 
of internships, case studies and consulting. 

 

 By preparing students during their studies on how to start their own business. In the second year of 
the degree they write the business plan of “their” company and in their final year they can elect to 
complete the operational set-up of the business within their 6-month “Individual Practical Project”. 

 

 By supporting TSiBA students after graduation in their business start-up. 
 
What does the Ignition Centre do? It is our mission to address the two major factors that inhibit the growth of 
SME’s in South Africa today: lack of resources and insufficient managerial talent. We: 
 

 Carefully assess entrepreneurs and their business ideas. 
 Train entrepreneurs to plan and build their enterprises. 
 Mentor them in the critical start-up and early-stage phase. 
 Fine-tune their managerial skills as the business grows.  

 
In our work, we focus on profitability, job creation, social impact and skills development. 
 
Achievements: 
 
On average, we supported about 50 Entrepreneurial businesses per year.  As word of mouth about the 
Ignition Centre has spread, the interest has increased markedly. Most importantly, the quality of the 
entrepreneurs and the businesses they want to run has improved considerably. 
 
Our flagship programme of the year is the Northeastern Field Study Programme, were we partner with NU in 
Boston. Students from NU, pair up with their South African counterparts to conduct hands-on field work for 
the benefit of township-based ventures. NU provides venture capital to fund these projects. This programme 
has since become the highlight of the academic calendar. 
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Infrastructure: 
 
The Centre is run by 2 full-time staff member who are assisted by volunteers who are as passionate about 
entrepreneurship as we are. These consist of both overseas business graduate students as well as 
experienced South African executives. The facility boasts a computer centre (“Entrepreneurship Café”) where 
entrepreneurs can get onto the Internet, research their marketing plans, write business plans, do their 
administrative work and catch up with email. There is a large meeting room with data facilities where 
entrepreneurs can meet with, and present to clients. We sometimes house Entrepreneurial businesses, 
currently; we have a horticultural company (Mhani Gingi) that has set up a nursery and vegetable garden in 
the surrounding gardens.  
 
 
Volunteer Involvement: 
 
We are looking for experienced business people, active or retired, that are willing to act as pro bono 
consultants to start-up and small business entrepreneurs. The activity could be related to a certain discipline, 
such as marketing or finance or to a certain industry, such as hospitality, fashion, construction, etc. At this 
juncture, the majority of our entrepreneurs require very elementary assistance in order to stabilize their 
businesses. A very small number of these businesses are at a mature stage and require more specialized 
consulting services. Offering your services as a business mentor would involve: 
 
 

 The mentor commits to work with an entrepreneur for a minimum period of six months. Any 
extensions to this initial term will be considered by TSiBA based on the recommendations of the 
mentor. 

 

 The mentor undertakes to spend approximately 4 hours per month per business which can be 
flexibly organized with the entrepreneur in question. About half of this time will be face-to-face 
with the Mentee and the other half on preparation, evaluation and follow-up. The work can be 
done on-site or off-site as the project and practicalities dictate. Certain infrastructure such as 
meeting rooms, computers, internet access, printing facilities, business plan writing software, 
and accounting software can be made available as necessary. 

 

 The mentor is required to submit a written report detailing the meeting dates, duration, 
activities and outcomes by the 14th of each month. A template has been designed for this 
purpose, but the Mentor is welcome to present the information in a format of their choice. 

 

 While there is a great deal of hand-holding during the period of mentorship, TSiBA is 
committed to ensuring that the entrepreneur does not form a dependency on the mentor or the 
centre. To facilitate this, all mentors are requested to constantly evaluate the levels of 
dependency, and ensure that this converts to independence and empowerment before the 
contract period ends. 

 
All first-time Mentors should attend a one day information workshop to ensure that the relationship is mutually 
advantageous. It is at this session that Mentors will indicate their individual preferences for the type of 
Entrepreneur they wish to partner with. An overview of our support model is attached. 
 
 
For more information please contact: 
 
Abe Oliver 
Phone: 021 532 2750 ext.107 
Email: abraham@tsiba.org.za 
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